


































• Initial demonstration 
of SLS and Orion 
capabilities
• Launch uncrewed 
Orion into distant 
retrograde orbit 
around the moon
• 13 payload locations on EM-1
• 6U volume
• 14 kg 
• Developed in partnership with 
NASA, academia, 
international, and commercial 
organizations
• First time smallsats deployed 
in deep space




characterization of an asteroid 







• Mapping the lunar surface
• Searching for resources such as 
water, hydrogen, and other 
resources













Studying space weather events 
long before they reach Earth





Measuring the biological response 
to space radiation outside low-






Three slots on SLS’s EM-1 are 








total mission volume = ~ 
Orion with short-duration 
hab module
30’ tall x 27.6’ dia
400m3
5m fairing w/ science 
payload
250m3
8m fairing with large 
aperture telescope
1200m3














Join Us on the Journey
